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Abstract. Khisamiev [26, 31] and, independently, Ash, Knight, and Oates [2]
characterized computable reduced abelian p-groups of finite Ulm type. The

case of Ulm type ω has been an open problem for at least 20 years. The diffi-

culty in the case of Ulm type ω is rooted in the uniformity of effective invariants
(limitwise monotonic functions) corresponding to the computable group. Us-

ing iterated embeddings of p-basic trees, we construct a computable reduced
abelian p-group of Ulm type ω having its invariants at the maximal possible

level of complexity, the latter can be obtained from counting alternations of

quantifiers.
The result gives an explanation of why the case of Ulm type ω seems un-

approachable in general, while the techniques used in the proof may help to

characterize computable members of some subclasses of type ω groups.
We also use the machinery of iterated embeddings of p-basic trees to solve

a problem left open by Calvert, Cenzer, Harizanov and Morozov [5].

1. Introduction

Following Mal′cev [35] and Rabin [40], we say that a countable group H is
recursive or computable if elements of H can be associated with natural numbers
so that the group operation becomes a recursive function on these numbers. The
above mentioned numbering of the group is called a computable presentation or
constructivistion of the group. Equivalently, a group has a computable presentation
if, and only if, the group admits an effective listing of its generators under which
the word problem is solvable.

Mal′cev [35] initiated the systematic study of computable abelian groups. Among
other results, Mal′cev characterized computable subgroups of (Q,+), and also
showed that the additive group

⊕
i∈ω Q admits more than one computable presen-

tation, up to a computable isomorphism. After Mal′cev’s fundamental paper [35],
computable abelian group theory has been developing rapidly and simultaneously
with other branches of effective algebra. These related branches include effec-
tive field theory (see Frölich and Shepherdson [16], Rabin [40], Metakides and
Nerode [37]), computable Boolean algebras (Goncharov [19], Remmel [41]) and
computable linear orders (Downey [12]). Other closely related subjects are the
study of effectively presented vector spaces [8, 9, 36] and the theory of computable
ordered groups [13, 20]. For early developments in the field of computable abelian
groups, see Nurtazin [38], Smith [43], Lin [34], and Khisamiev [25].

Modern theory of computable abelian groups uses methods of abelian group
theory [17, 18, 29], pure computability theory [44] and computable model the-
ory [3, 15], as well as tools specific to the field [32, 11, 1]. Standard references for
the theory of computable ablelian groups are [32, 14]. Reflecting the situation in
classical algebra, methods used in the theory of computable abelian p-groups [32]
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tend to be different from techniques applied in the torsion-free case [11, 1, 30]. In
contrast to torsion-free groups, algebraic properties of countable abelian p-groups
are very well understood. Thus, the study of computable abelian p-groups would
unlikely require significantly new algebraic methods. However, even a masterful use
of known algebraic invariants may not be sufficient, since most of the difficulties
that occur are computability-theoretic in nature. As we will see, even characteriz-
ing computably presented direct sums of cyclic groups already requires some new
computability-theoretic ideas. For a systematic development of computable abelain
p-group theory, see a survey paper of Khisamiev [32]. See also [4, 39, 5] for some
further results in this direction.

In this paper, we look at the effective content of the classical result of Ulm
(see [29]). In the subsection below, we briefly discuss the well-known algebraic
concepts which are central to the paper. A reader familiar with Ulm’s classification
of countable reduced abelian p-groups may skip the subsection below.

1.1. Reduced abelian p-groups. Throughout the paper, all groups are countable
and abelian. Let p be a prime number. A non-zero element g of A has infinite height
if for every k the equation pkx = g has a solution in A. Elements of infinite height
generate a sub-group A′ of A. Iterating this process, we can define A(α) for every
ordinal α. The quotients A0 = A/A′ and Aα = Aα/A

(α+1) contain only (non-zero)
elements of finite height. Since A is countable, there must be a countable α for
which

A(α) = A(α+1).

The least such α is called the Ulm type of A and is denoted by u(A) in this paper.
If A(u(A)) = 0, then A is reduced.

One can show that the Ulm factors Aα are simply direct sums of finite cyclic
groups. Such a direct sum can be fully classified by the sizes of its elementary cyclic
summands. This classification can be generalized:

Theorem 1.1 (Ulm). The isomorphism type of a countable reduced (abelian) p-
group is completely determined by the isomorphism types of its Ulm factors.

In this paper, we addresses the long-standing question of which Ulm invariants
correspond to computable reduced abelian p-groups.

1.2. Computable groups of finite Ulm type. Khisamiev [26] was the first to
discover that computable reduced abelian p-groups of Ulm type 1 (those being
direct sums of cyclic groups) can be completely characterized using the concept of
a limitwise monotonic function.

Definition 1.2 (Khisamiev [26]). A total function F is limitwise monotonic if
F = λx. supy f(x, y), where f is computable.

If we replace f by a 0(n)-computable function in the definition above, we obtain
the notion of 0(n)-limitwise monotonicity. A set is 0(n)-limitwise monotonic if it is
the range of a 0(n)-limitwise monotonic function. For infinite Σ0

n+1 sets, the latter

is equivalent to containing an infinite range of a 0(n)-limitwise monotonic function
(see, e.g., [28, 21]). Khisamiev [26] proved:

Theorem 1.3. Let A be a direct sum of finite cyclic p-groups whose orders are un-
bounded. Then A has a computable copy if, and only if, the following two conditions
hold:
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(1) S(A) = {(m, k) : at least k summands of A have order pm} is a Σ0
2-set,

and
(2) #A = {m : Zpm is a summand of A} is limitwise monotonic.

The concept of limitwise monotonicity was new to computability theory. Lim-
itwise monotonic functions have found various applications outside the theory of
computable groups [7, 21, 27, 22, 6, 23, 24, 10]. We also mention that Khoussainov,
Nies, and Shore [33] independently introduced limitwise monotonic functions in the
context of computable model theory.

Theorem 1.3 can be generalized to any finite Ulm type.

Theorem 1.4. [31, 2] Let A be a reduced (abelian) p-group of Ulm type n < ω.
Then the following are equivalent:

(1) A has a computable copy;
(2) A can be represented by a computable p-basic tree;
(3) (a) for every i < n, the set

S(Ai) = {(m, k) : at least k summands of Ai are of order pm}
is Σ0

2i+2, and
(b) for every i < n, the set

#Ai = {m : Zpm is a summand of Ai}

is 0(2i)-limitwise monotonic.

1.3. The case of Ulm type ω. It is not known if Theorem 1.4 can be generalized
to groups of Ulm type ≥ ω. One direction of the proof of Theorem 1.4 uses a
non-uniform argument. In fact, the non-uniformity seems to be the crucial obstacle
when one attempts to generalize Theorem 1.4 to groups of type ω. It is well-known
though that the theorem holds for A of Ulm type ω if the limitwise monotonic
functions ranging over #Ai are given uniformly.

One can observe that the sets #Gi have to be limitwise monotonic, uniformly
in i or not, if G is computable. Counting the number of quantifiers (see Fact 3.1)
shows that finding an index for a limitwise monotonic function ranging over #Gi
is at most Π0

3 over 0(2i). So, for instance, #G0 requires at most a Π0
3-guessing

procedure. In the theorem below we show that this upper bound (namely, Π0
(3+2i))

is sharp.

Theorem 1.5. The exists a computable reduced abelian p-group G of Ulm type
ω such that there is no uniformly Σ0

(3+2i)-effective procedure guessing indices for

limiwise monotonic functions ranging over #Gi.

The following immediate corollary proves a conjecture of Ash, Knight and Oates [2]:

Corollary 1.6. There exists a computable reduced abelian p-group G of Ulm type
ω for which #Gi are not uniformly 0(2i)-limitwise monotonic.

Theorem 1.5 also gives an evidence that the question of which computable re-
duced p-groups are computably presentable is as difficult as it could be. We have
already observed that it is necessary that the sets #Gi are limitwise monotonic
(relative to 0(2i)). Any characterization would have to use this property to pass
from the collection of the invariants to a computable group, unless it turns out
that very few Ulm invariants may correspond to computable groups. The general
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expectation is that the latter is not the case, and whence any proof of the posi-
tive direction would have to incorporate an iterated 0′′′-construction with various
combinatorial and algebraic difficulties (to be discussed in Conclusion).

The key technical tool of the present paper is contained in Proposition 3.5 which
gives a uniform embedding performed on top of a strategy potentially having a Π0

3-
outcome. Some elements of the 0′′′-machinery as well as specific purely algebraic
techniques are vital for both construction and its verification.

1.4. A categoricity question. Recall that a computable structure is ∆0
α-categorical

if any two computable isomorphic copies of the structure are ∆0
α-isomorphic [3].

Calvert, Cenzer, Harizanov, and Morozov asked (see Problem 5.1 in [5]):

Question 1.7. Let G be a computable abelian p-group isomorphic to D⊕H, where
D is a direct sum of finitely many copies of the Prufer group Zp∞ , and H is a direct
sum of cyclic summands of unbounded orders. Can G be ∆0

2-categorical?

We answer the question in negative. In fact, we prove more:

Theorem 1.8. Let G be a computable p-group of finite Ulm type n, such that:
(1.) G(n) ∼= ⊕j≤mZp∞ , for some m ∈ ω;
(2.) orders of cyclic summands in Gn−1 are not bounded.

Then G is not ∆0
2n-categorical.

In the special case when n = 1 we get exactly groups satisfying conditions
of Question 1.7. The theorem improves earlier results of Dushenin [] who used
complex full approximation techniques to construct non-∆0

2n-categorical groups in
these classes for small n.

2. Background and conventions

We assume that the reader has a sufficient background in computability the-
ory [44] and computable model theory [3, 15]. We will be using some rudiments
of abelian group theory, standard textbooks are [17, 18, 29], but no background in
abelian group theory is assumed.

2.1. p-Basic trees. In mathematical practice, it is convenient to use tree-like di-
agrams representing abelian p-groups. For instance, imagine a tree on vertices
v1, v2, v3 and v4 such that v1 is the root having successor v2, and v3, v4 are the only
two children of v2. This tree corresponds to the abelian group

B = 〈v1, v2, v3, v4 : v1 = 0, pv2 = v1, pv3 = v2, pv4 = v2〉.

Notice that the same group can be represented by another tree: for instance, pick
v1, v2, v3 and v3−v4 as new generators. Both trees are called p-basic trees of B [42].
The formal definition is:

Definition 2.1. [42] A p-basic tree is a set X together with an binary operation ·
of the sort {pn : n ∈ ω \ {0}} ×X → X such that:

(1) there is a unique element 0 in X for which p · 0= 0, and
(2) for each nonzero element x in X, there is a positive integer n such that

pn · x = 0.

Given a p-basic tree X we can pass to an abelian p-group G(X). We make the
set X \ {0} the set of generators, and put px = y into the collection of relations
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if p · x = y in X. Every countable reduced abelian p-group is generated by some
well-founded p-basic tree [42].

Convention 2.2. We typicaly identify a p-basic tree with the corresponding abelian
p-group, but the reader should keep in mind that the choice of a p-basic tree is typ-
ically not unique.

Recall the notion of ordinal tree rank for a well-founded tree: every leaf has
tree rank 0, and the tree rank of any other vertex is the least ordinal greater than
the ranks of all its successors. Notice that every element in G(X) can be uniquely
represented in the form

∑
imivi, where vi ∈ X and mi ∈ {1, . . . , p− 1}.

Definition 2.3. Suppose X is a well-founded p-basic tree, and G(X) is the corre-
sponding group. The rank of

∑
imivi, where vi ∈ X and mi ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}, is

the minimum of tree ranks of the vi in X.

The definition is independent on the choice of the underlying p-basic tree (follows
from Proposition 1 of [42]). We will use the following consequence of Definition 2.3
without explicit references:

Remark 2.4. The collection of tree-ranks that appear in X is the same as the
collection of ranks that appear in G(X).

A non-zero element has rank k ∈ ω if, and only if, it has height k. Non-zero
elements having rank ≥ ω are exactly the elements of infinite height. Thus, we
could define the Ulm factors using ranks rather than heights. Furthermore, the
Ulm invariants of G(X) can be reconstructed using only tree ranks which appear
in X [42].

2.2. Trees which give rise to isomorphic groups. We will not completely
describe the congruence relation ∼ on trees defined by the rule T ∼ X iff G(T ) ∼=
G(X). A detailed analysis of ∼ can be found in [42]. We will be using some weaker
sufficient conditions and partial invariants.

In a tree, a chain is called simple if each node in the chain has at most one
successor. Consider the following example.

Example 2.5. Suppose we have a tree T , and suppose v ∈ T has tree rank α.
Suppose also w is a successor of v having rank k ∈ ω such that k+ 1 < α. Suppose
further that w is on top of a simple chain c(w) (there are no splittings below w).
Remove the chain c(w) together with w from T , and then adjoin c(w) to 0. The
resulting p-basic tree X has the property G(T ) ∼= G(X).

The procedure described in Example 2.5 is called stripping. We can iterate this
process and obtain a fully stripped tree representing the same group. The only
restriction is that we have to keep some sequence below a node witnessing its tree-
rank. For example, a fully stripped tree for a group of Ulm type 1 is simply a
collection of simple chains attached to 0. We have just proved that every countable
reduced p-group of Ulm type 1 is isomorphic to a direct sum of cyclic p-groups [17].

Another very special case of the general framework on p-basic trees is stated in
the fact below.

Fact 2.6. Suppose T and X are p-basic trees so that 0 has rank ω in X. There
exists a p-basic tree V such that G(V )0 ∼= G(X) and G(V )′ ∼= G(T ).
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Proof Sketch. Attach infinitely many finite simple chains to every node in T making
ranks of vertices in (the image of) T infinite within V . The lengths of the finite
chains should be based on the ranks which occur in X. �

Although classically Fact 2.6 is a triviality, an effective analog of it is not straight-
forward and is the main technical tool of [2, 31]:

Lemma 2.7. Let T be a computable p-basic tree of Ulm type 1 in which 0 has tree-
rank ω, and let C be any Π0

2 subtree of ω<ω (C is viewed as a p-basic tree). There
exists a computable p-basic tree U expanding C such that U0

∼= T and U ′ = C.

Proof Sketch. First, observe that there exists a computable limitwise monotonic
function f such that supy f(x, y) is infinite and ranges over lengths that occur in T .
Using this limitwise monotonic function, as well as the fact that the Ulm invariant of
T is naturally represented as a Σ0

2 (multi)set, we shall imitate the proof of Fact 2.6.
If a Π0

2-predicate fires on σ ∈ ω<ω, as well as on all initial segments of σ, we add
more simple chains below σ using f . Without loss of generality, we may assume
that λx supy f(x, y) is injective and even that supy f(x, y) ≥ nx for any computable
increasing sequence (nx)x∈ω.

There are several difficulties in the construction that need to be addressed:

(1) Utilizing finite subtrees. If the Π0
2 predicate representing C does not fire

anymore on σ, we need to ensure the finite tree that we have built on top
of σ (for the sake of approximating C) does not give finite chains of wrong
lengths after stripping. (There could have been σ′ extending σ which we
thought was in C, say.) Since C contains ∅, there exists a τ ⊆ σ such that
τ ∈ C. Thus, we may assume that, whenever a finite tree is abandoned due
to the predicate being not active, the longest chain present in this subtree
can be stripped off (see Example 2.5). The difficulty is that the longest
chain present in the abandoned finite subtree may not be in the range of
the limitwise monotonic function. We then pick x so that supt≤s f(x, t) is
large enough and extend that longest chain using this function. We may
organize the construction so that, even though supt≤s f(x, t) is large, the
corresponding string supt f(x, t) can still be stripped off at the end. We do
so by using very long strings when approximating initial segments of σ.

(2) Resurrecting σ. If C becomes active on σ again, we need to start adding
longer and longer finite chains below σ making progress in showing that
σ ∈ U ′. Nonetheless, due to σ being inactive at previous stages, we have
extended the longest chain below σ to a larger value supt≤s f(x, t). If we
keep it like that, and simply add an even longer simple chain below σ, we
might be in trouble since this size is not present in T . We could extend
that previously extended longest string once again, using a new argument
of the limitwise monotonic function. We then argue that the construction
can be organized so that each string can be further extended at most twice.

(3) Multiple sizes in T . If T has exactly 3 simple chains of size 4 (corresponding
to 3 elementary summands of type Zp4), we have to use exactly 3 simple
chains of that length when constructing U . This is not really a problem,
since we have already observed the Ulm invariant of T is Σ0

2. All we need
to do is just tracing which sizes we have used to approximate C, and the
rest we could realize as simple chains adjoined to ∅. If m leaves the Ulm
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invariant (Σ0
2-process), we use f on an appropriate argument to grow the

simple chain of length m, attached to ∅, to a safe length.

The proof does not contain any further significant difficulties. �

3. Proof of Theorem 1.5

Throughout the proof, all groups are reduced abelian p-groups. Also, we will
typically identify a p-basic tree and the group it generates, but the reader should
keep in mind that non-isomorphic trees may generate isomorphic groups.

Preliminary analysis. Recall that for a group G, the set of finite heights which
occur in Gi is denoted by #Gi.

Fact 3.1. In a computable G of Ulm type ω the multisets #Gi are uniformly
Π0

3(0(2i))-limitwise monotonic. (There exists a Π0
(3+2i)-sequence of sets of indices

witnessing limitwise monotonicity.)

Proof of Fact 3.1. To say that an element g 6= 0 has infinite height in G takes
2 quantifiers. We also say that there is no h ∈ G having infinite height such
that ph = g. The combined complexity is Π0

3. Given such an element, we can
effectively pass to a limitwise monotonic function with the range {n : (∃a)(hp(a) =
0∧png = a)} ⊆ #G0. It is well-known that one can effectively pass from a limitwise
monotonic function on an infinite subset to a limitwise monotonic function ranging
over the whole set. A relativized version of this argument gives Π0

3(0(2i)) when
considering #Gi. �

We aim to construct a computable reduced abelian p-group G of Ulm type ω
for which the indices of functions witnessing limitwise monotonicity of #Gi are not
uniformly Σ0

3(0(2i)).

Notations and requirements. Although it is intuitively clear which requirements
we need to satisfy, we prefer to formally state them. Let (F0,j)j∈ω, (F1,j)j∈ω, . . .
be the effective listing of all uniformly c.e. sequences of predicates. Based on this
listing, and using alternating projections and complementations, we can associate
every (uniformly) Σ0

(3+2i) sequence of predicates with a single index e, and denote it

(Re,i)i∈ω, where Re,i is Σ0
3+2i uniformly in i. We say that j witnesses 0(e)-limitwise

monotonicity of a set X if f(x) � supy Φj(0
(e);x, y) is total, rngx f(x) is infinite,

and
rngxf(x) ⊆ X.

A set S witnesses 0(e)-limitwise monotonicity of X if each j ∈ S witnesses 0(e)-
limitwise monotonicity of X. We meet, for every e, the requirement:

Le : Re,3e does not witness 0(6e)-limitwise monotonicity of #G3e.

The reason we are using G3e instead of Ge is related to the outcomes of the basic
diagonalization strategy and will be explained later. In subsection 3.1 we describe
one diagonalization strategy in isolation. Then, in subsection 3.2, we modify the
basic strategy to a strategy which can handle any finite tree. In subsection 3.3
we merge the modified diagonalization strategy and a Σ0

3-guessing procedure. In
subsection 3.4 we construct an auxiliary group F that will be used later in the
construction of G. In subsection 3.5, we describe how to build G assuming certain
uniform operators exist. The operators are constructed in subsection 3.6. The
proof is finished in subsection 3.7.
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3.1. The basic strategy. Recall that for a group G, the collection of finite heights
which occur in G0 is denoted by #G0. Suppose we wish to uniformly construct
a computable group G in which #G0 is infinite and not limitwise monotonic via
supy f(x, y) for a given (partially) computable f :

#G0 6= range λx. sup
y
f(x, y).

We initially start with the computable group
⊕

m,n∈ω Zpnam,n, where {am,n :

m,n ∈ ω} is a computable collection of distinguished generators of its cyclic sum-
mands. We can think of this group as of a fully stripped tree with 0 having rank
ω such that every size is represented by infinitely many simple chains attached to
the root.

Note 3.2. We additionally assume that we know in advance the length of any
simple chain in the tree representing

⊕
m,n∈ω Zpnam,n (equivalently, we know orders

of the elementary summands in advance).

We wait for s and x such that supy≤s fs(x, y) is defined and is equal to k > 1.
If we never see such a computation, then either f is not total or the range of
λx. supy f(x, y) is a finite set, and we are done. If we see such s and x, we add
extra elements to the group as follows:

(1) for every elementary cyclic summand Zpkam,k of order k, pick its genera-
tor am,k;

(2) put the label f onto pam,k;

(3) introduce a new element hm,k and declare p2hm,k = pam,k.

Notice that hm,k has order pk+1 in the group. Also, the subgroup generated by
{am,n, hm,k} can be represented as

Zp(am,k − phm,k)⊕ Zpk+1hm,k.

Thus, the cyclic summand Zpk is currently not present in the complete decompo-
sition of G0. Therefore, if supy f(x, y) = supy≤s fs(x, y), then Re is met. If at a
later stage t > s we see supy≤s fs(x, y) < supy≤t ft(x, y), we need to consider the
following cases:

Case 1. supy≤t ft(x, y) = k + 1. For every element carrying f (these currently are

pam,k), introduce a new generator h′m,k and declare p2h′m,k equal to the

element carrying f .
Case 2. supy≤t ft(x, y) = k′ > k + 1 (recall k = supy≤s fs(x, y)). In this case we

remove all labels f which were put by the strategy at stage s. Repeat the
(1)− (3) with k replaced by k′. (Notice that in this case we put new labels
onto pam,k′ .)

If the strategy introduces new elements to the group at stage v, we say that the
strategy is active at stage v. If the strategy has been active, it has a witness x
an argument of the potential limitwise monotonic function. The general strategy
proceeds iterating the actions explained above.
The strategy has the following outcomes:

sn : The strategy is temporarily not active, and it has been active at n-many
stages.

∞: The strategy is temporarily active.
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If the strategy eventually settles at sn for some n, then G′ = 0 and

#G0 = ω \ {sup
y
f(x, y)}.

If the strategy is active infinitely often, then we will build a computable group G
such that

#G0 = ω.

It is important that in this case we may have G′ 6= 0, but in any case G′′ = 0. Also,
in any case we have G0 = G0 ⊕G0; in other words, every n ∈ #G0 is represented
by infinitely many elements.

The isomorphism type of G depends on f and can not be effectively predicted in
general. Notice that the strategy enumerates, with all possible uniformity, a group
having a computable p-basic tree. We may assume that the strategy actually builds
a tree rather than the corresponding group.

3.2. The modified strategy. We are aiming to build a group having a computable
p-basic tree. The basic strategy described in the previous subsection will not be
sufficient for this goal, since other strategies may possibly effect the isomorphism
type of G0 producing “junk”. More specifically, we need to explain the more com-
plicated case when the basic strategy needs to deal with an arbitrary finite tree,
not simply with a finite simple chain. This situation will occur in Proposition 3.5
which is the key technical tool of the paper.

We initially start having the fully stripped p-basic tree for
⊕

m,n∈ω Zpnam,n as
an input of the procedure. At a later stage, some other strategy may add a finite
p-basic tree V (or several finite trees) which will contribute to the isomorphism
type of G0. We need to satisfy

#G0 6= range λx. sup
y
f(x, y).

For the sake of this goal, the strategy may start adding finite chains to some ele-
ments of V . As a consequence of its actions on V , the construction will produce a
potentially infinite tree T on top of the V -component. At stage s, we will have a
finite tree T [s], and T =

⋃
s T [s]. The key idea is:

Never add extra chains to elements from T [s] \ V .

If we can implement this idea, only elements of V will possibly have infinite heights
in G. Since V is finite, we will have G′′ = 0.

Recall that every finite tree can be transformed to a collection of finite chains
growing from a single root 0. It is possible to effectively trace images of finite chains
under such a transformation and see which chains contribute to the collection of
heights realized in T [s]. We say that g ∈ T [s] is dangerous if

(1) g is a terminal node, and
(2) there exists a finite chain which terminates at g and witnesses that

lf,s = sup
y≤s

fs(x, y)

is realized as a height of some element in (the group generated by) T [s].

Modified strategy restricted to T [s]. If g ∈ T [s] is dangerous, then consider the
cases:

Case 1. We have g ∈ V . Then add a new element x to T [s] and declare px = g.
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Case 2. We have g ∈ T [s] \ V , and there exists m such that h = pm+1g is in V but
pmg ∈ T [s] \V . Add a new element x to T [s] and declare pm+2x = h (thus
also adding pkx for 0 < k ≤ m+ 1).

In both cases, declare g not dangerous. Once there are no dangerous elements left,
go to the next stage.

Verification. Note that g can not represent height lf,s in T0. The action adds a
chain which either extends g by 1 point (Case 1) or represents the new relation
h = pm+1g (Case 2). In the first case g is not an end-point anymore, and can not
represent any finite height in #T0 itself anymore. In the second case, notice that
h = pm+1g is a terminal node in V . Thus, in the second case g belongs to a simple
chain of length less than lf,s, and will represent a direct summand of order smaller
than lf,s (see the preliminary section or the example from the previous sub-section).

We could argue (possibly modifying the strategy) that the element x can not
become dangerous unless lf changes. But notice that even if x was dangerous
without lf changing, we would repeat the strategy above with x in place of g, using
the same h. Eventually we would add a chain of length lf,s below h. Since h is
a terminal node in V , that new added chain can no longer represent height lf,s.
Consequently, its end-vertex can not be declared dangerous unless lf increases.

We conclude that eventually no element can represent lf,s, unless the latter
increases to a new value. If lf ever stabilizes, we end up with a finite tree T
such that lims lf,s /∈ #T0. If lf keeps increasing forever, we end up constructing a
(possibly infinite) tree T containing V such that only elements of the finite V can
possibly have infinite height. Thus, heights of elements in T ′ are bounded in T ′,
and consequently T ′′ = 0.

3.3. The strategy combined with a Σ0
3-guessing. In this subsection we explain

how we diagonalize against a single Σ0
3 predicate. All procedures in the subsection

are effective. In general, we will be relativizing to an appropriate oracle.
Given a Σ0

3-predicate represented in the form {e : ∃x∃∞yU(x, y, e)}, where U is
c.e., we will guess which pair 〈e, x〉 is least such that ∃∞yU(x, y, e) (if there is any).
Each pair 〈e, x〉 will be associated with a basic diagonalization strategy working
with the function having index e. At stage s the basic module associated with 〈x, e〉
will be working within interval Ie,x[s] of size at least sup{n : ∃ny ≤ sUs(x, y, e)}
(i.e., the interval is increased if the predicate “fires” again). At stage s we have a
partitioning of ω into sub-intervals:

I0,0[s], I0,1[s], I1.0[s], . . . ,

from left to right, where

Ia,b[s] = [ma,b[s], na,b[s] ].

We may additionally assume that if 〈c, d〉 = 〈a, b〉+1 then mc,d[s] ≥ na,b[s]+〈a, b〉+
1, so that the intervals are sufficiently far apart even if the predicate does not “fire”
for some pairs.

The basic strategy associated with 〈e, x〉 will also be aiming to introduce its
witness, a natural number le,x,s representing the supremum of Φe(·, ·) on some
(first found) input (z, w) such that Φe(z, w) ≥ me,x[s] and set

le,x,s = inf{sup
z≤s

Φe(z, w), ne,x[s]}.
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We initialize the basic module associated with 〈e, x〉 if one of the modules with
smaller index increases its interval. In this case me,x will be lifted to a fresh large
number (larger than any number seen so far in the construction) and le,x,s will be
set undefined.

We visualize the configuration at a stage s as follows. We have intervals corre-
sponding to the influence of each sub-strategy, and labels le,x,s representing lengths
which need to be avoided when constructing a tree. Notice each label may move
only to a larger value, and every time one of the interval increases in size all larger
labels will be removed and then possibly put on numbers which are very large. (It
is crucial for the construction.)

3.4. The definition of F. We describe the group F build by the procedure (com-
bined with a Σ0

3-guessing) on input
⊕

m,n∈ω Zpnam,n represented by a tree con-
sisting of simple chains growing from the root. We additionally assume that the
lengths of simple chains in the tree representing

⊕
m,n∈ω Zpnam,n are known in

advance (Note 3.2).
Before stage s begins we have a finite collection of finite trees {Vi[s − 1] : i ≤

s − 1}. The tree Vi[s − 1] contains either one of the am,n or is built around a
newly introduced simple chain. All Vi[s − 1] share the same root, in other fords,
the corresponding group is a direct sum of groups corresponding to the Vi[s− 1].

Construction. At stage s, let each of the sub-strategies indexed by pairs 〈e, x〉 ≤ s
act on Vi[s − 1], for each m,n ≤ s, according to the instructions given in subsec-
tion 3.2. One extra restriction is that the basic strategy associated with 〈e, x〉 is
not allowed to use simple chains of sizes le′,x′,s, 〈e′, x′〉 < 〈e, x〉, all other sizes are
available1. If the label le,x is removed or is put onto a larger number, we introduce
infinitely many simple chains representing this currently unoccupied length and
attach it to the root of the tree.

The following outcomes are possible:

(e, x,∞): The interval Ie,x grows to infinity with eventually stable left-most point,
and the eventually stable witness corresponding to 〈e, x〉 tends to infinity.

(e, x, k): The interval Ie,x grows to infinity with eventually stable left-most point,
and the eventually stable witness corresponding to 〈e, x〉 is stuck at k. It
includes the case when eventually no witness can be chosen (an outcome of
the form (e, x, f) with symbol f).

g: This Π0
3-outcome is a global win corresponding to all intervals being even-

tually finite.

If (e, x,∞) is the true outcome, no labels to the left of Ie,x ever move after
a stage s. At every stage t ≥ s at which Ie,x increases in size, all labels of sub
strategies associated with larger pairs will be moved beyond Ie,x to fresh large
numbers. In fact, they will be lifted up so large that no tree among Vm,n which
ever was influenced by their actions will ever be modified by these strategies again.
Consequently, we are in the situation similar to the one described in subsection 3.1,
but we need to incorporate modifications contained in subsection 3.2 to see that in
the limit we construct a p-basic tree F with F ′′ = 0.

1Recall that intervals and, whence, labels corresponding to different strategies are sufficiently
far apart.
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If (e, x, k) is the true outcome, we will end up with a p-basic tree F such that
#F0 = ω \ S, where S is a finite set containing all eventually stable l-labels. In
fact, F ′ = 0 in this case. Similar argument applies when the true outcome is g, but
in this case #F0 = ω \S where F is potentially infinite. In this case we again have
F ′ = 0. (Recall that the intervals are sufficiently far apart, thus we do not have
the situation when one l-label is an immediate successor of another l-label, say.)

In any of these cases we succeed in constructing a p-basic tree avoiding an index
from the given Σ0

3-set.

3.5. Describing G. Recall that we need to construct a computable reduced abelian
p-group G of Ulm type ω and meet:

Le : Re,3e does not witness 0(6e)-limitwise monotonicity of #G3e,

where the Re,i are Σ0
3+2i uniformly in i.

The strategy for Le is similar to the one discussed in the previous subsection.
We run this strategy effectively in 0(6e). As a result, Le will uniformly produce a
0(6e) -computable p-basic tree A(3e) having Ulm type either 1, 2 or 3, depending
on the true outcome of Le.

We wish to construct computable G such that G3e = A(3e)0, for every e. If we
succeed, then Re will be met for every e. We will also make sure G3e+1

∼= G3e+2
∼=⊕

m,n Zpmam,n for every e.

Why do we homogenize G3e+1 and G3e+2? The reason is that, depending on the
outcome of L0, we may or may not have elements of infinite height in A(0). Conse-
quently, a plane construction without homogenizing would have to sort out conflicts
between R0 and R1, if R1 were to work within G1. Furthermore, we will need to
put all groups together in a tower (this is the main difficulty), and in some cases
we may have “junk” which will result elements of high rank. We will show that the
ranks of the “junk” elements will be less than ω ·3, and they could potentially effect
at most two more strategies. We circumvent this potential difficulty homogenizing
G1 and G2 and working within G3 for the sake of L1.

How do we construct G? Firstly, we are going to construct not G itself but a com-
putable p-basic tree representing G. Throughout the rest of the paper, we may
(classically) identify this p-basic tree with the corresponding p-group. Secondly,
instead of constructing the whole G at once, we will construct a uniformly com-
putable sequence of p-basic trees (B(i))i∈ω such that B(i) is of Ulm type i. We
will have B(i)3e ∼= A(3e) and B(i)3e−1 = B(i)3e−2 ∼=

⊕
m,n∈ω Zpmam,n, for every

3e ≤ i. We will set G =
⊕

i∈ω B(i).

How do we build B(i)? We construct B(i) using operators which map Π0
2-subtrees

of ω<ω to computable trees. Recall that every ∆0
2-tree is isomorphic to a Π0

1-subtree
of ω<ω, with all possible uniformity.

Given a Π0
2 p-basic tree D, we can uniformly produce a a computable p-basic tree

H such that H0
∼=

⊕
m,n Zpmam,n and G′ ∼= D (see Proposition 3.4). We will also

prove that, given the computable tree F constructed by one of the diagonalization
strategies (think of R0 and A(0)) and a Π0

2 subtree C of ω<ω such that C0
∼= C1

∼=⊕
m,n Zpmam,n, we can uniformly construct a computable tree U such that U0

∼= F0

and U ′ ∼= C (see Proposition 3.5). Assuming these operators exist, we can uniformly
construct the trees/groups B(i), and then uniformly pass to G =

⊕
i∈ω B(i). The

group G will have the desired properties.
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We may summarize subsection 3.3 as follows:

Fact 3.3. There exists a uniform procedure which, given a Σ0
3 predicate R, produces

a computable p-basic tree F of Ulm type at most 2 such that:

a. F0
∼= F0 ⊕ F0 (thus, every finite height is represented in F0 by infinitely

many elements);
b. R is not a collection of indices of functions witnessing limitwise monotonic-

ity of #F0.

3.6. The operators mapping Π0
2-trees to computable ones. Recall that we

identify a p-basic tree with the group it generates. We will need the following two
propositions. The first proposition is a special case of a known technical result [2, 31]
(also will be stated in Lemma 2.7 below), the second proposition is new.

Proposition 3.4. Given a Π0
2 p-basic tree D, we can uniformly produce a com-

putable p-basic tree H such that H0
∼=

⊕
m,n∈ω Zpmam,n and H ′ ∼= D.

Proof. Adjoin more finite chains of greater length below x is there is more evidence
that x ∈ D. Since all finite lengths amy occur, no further work needs to be done.
Also immediately adjoin infinitely many chains of each finite size to the root. �

Throughout this subsection, the p-basic tree from Fact 3.3 will be called R-avoiding
and will be denoted F .

Proposition 3.5. There exists a uniform procedure which, given a Σ0
3 predicate

R, the procedure building a computable R-avoiding F , and a Π0
2 p-basic tree C such

that C0
∼= C1

∼=
⊕

m,n∈ω Zpmam,n, produces a computable p-basic tree U such that

U0
∼= F0 and U ′ ∼= C.

Proof. For future convenience, we modify outcomes described in subsection 3.3 by
splitting them further. We have (e, x,∞i) indicating that there has been i stages
at which some 〈e′, x′〉 < 〈e, x〉 increased its interval or moved/newly introduced its
l-label. Similarly, we have (e, x,∞i), where i indicates that the predicate “fired” i
times for smaller pairs. This modification will allow us to permamentrly abandon
certain blocks in the construction.

We construct a computable group U represented by a computable p-basic tree.
The group will be of the form

U = F ⊕
⊕
α

H(α),

where α ranges over all outcomes of the procedure avoiding R, and F is the group
(p-basic tree) of Ulm type at most 1 given by Fact 3.3. If α is the true outcome of the
procedure then H(α)′ ∼= C, and H(α)′′′ = 0 otherwise. Additionally,

⋃
α #H(α)0 ⊆

#F0, whence the diagonalization against R will be successful. It is sufficient to
uniformly and independently construct the trees H(α) for different α. We explain
the case α 6= g first, and then describe what happens if α = g.

The case of α 6= g. Notice that all outcomes α 6= g have the property that the
whole H(α) is either 0 or will be forever abandoned if α is not the true outcome.
If α = (e, n,∞i) for some i, then it will be using only lengths that are too small
compared to le,x,s a stage s. It will additionally make sure that lengths le′,x′,s for
〈e′, x′〉 < 〈e, x〉 are not present in #H(α)[s], at every s. Similarly, if α = (e, n, ki)
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of α = (e, n, fi), we make progress in approximating C but not using chains of
lengths le′,x′,s for 〈e′, x′〉 ≤ 〈e, x〉. The rest is the same as in Proposition 3.4.

If one of the intervals Ie′,x′ ever increase, or one of the le′,x′ ever is assigned to
a new number, or if the current guess on le,x was finitary and now changed, then
the whole H(α) will be permanently abandoned. We will then follow the modified
basic strategy (subsection 3.3) on the finite tree that α left behind. As it is readily
seen, if α is the true outcome, then H(α)′ ∼= C, and H(α)′′ = 0 otherwise. In both
cases clearly #H(α)0 ⊆ #F0.

The Π0
3-outcome g and H(g). The procedure constructing H(g) will be working

within a copy of ω<ω which may be viewed as a complete ω-branching tree with
root ∅ growing downwards. It will be enumerating a sub-tree of ω<ω. At the end,
the Π0

2-tree C will be imaged into ω<ω so that nodes of depth n in C are mapped
to nodes of depth n in ω<ω(i.e., level-by-level).

The procedure believes that all sizes except for the ones in Y = {le,x,s : e, x ≤ s}
are available, and it will be using chains of lengths not in Y , unless Y changes.
It will add finite chains to elements in ω<ω currently corresponding to C. If an
element is indeed in C then it will be put into H(α)′ in the limit. Recall that
le,x,s ≤ le,x,t for t ≥ s.
Construction At a stage s, only one of the three actions can be performed:

(1) Approximating C. In this case we may assume Ie,x and le,x are stable, for
〈e, x〉 ≤ s. We basically follow the main strategy suggested in Proposi-
tion 3.4 (more precisely, in case when α 6= g) since we know which sizes can
be used. Namely, we use chains of lengths ≤ ne,x,s not in

⋃
〈e,x〉≤s Ie,x,s at

stage s (recall that we have reserved plenty of sizes in-between the inter-
vals). We also ensure that if a new simple chain of length y is added below
a node σ, then
(i.) y + i /∈

⋃
〈e,x〉≤s Ie,x,s and y + i ≤ ne,x,s for each i ≤ |σ|;

(ii.) y is larger than the maximal length of chains already extending σ, if
there are any.

(2) One of the Ie,x grows. In this case Ie,x increases in size, and all sub-
strategies of smaller priority lift their intervals to large fresh numbers. For
every σ ∈ ω<ω such that |σ| = 〈e, x〉, permanently abandon any τ extending
σ which has been used by the construction. Approximating C will now
proceed under σ within the segment of the Baire space extending σ disjoint
from all such τ ’s. (Note: The only reason we may again visit τ or its
extension is due to le′,x′ increasing for some 〈e′, x′〉 ≤ 〈e, x〉, since all other
l-labels will be too large.)

(3) One of the le,x grows. Then we follow the generalized basic strategy (subsec-
tion 3.2) possibly adding further splittings to chains that could potentially
represent size le,x,s. We add a finite chain to a predecessor of τ if there ex-
ists a scenario in the construction in which τ could potentially represent size
le,x,s, these include only finitely many options, since there are only finitely
many initial segments of τ . We use only simple chains of sizes < le,x,s not
in {le′,x′,s : 〈e′, x′〉 < 〈e, x〉}.

Verification for H(g). There are two cases in which a segment of the tree built
by the procedure can be abandoned by the construction. The first case is when
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the Π0
2-predicate representing C is eventually silent on input a. The finite sub-

tree extending σ ∈ ω<ω associated to a may never be visited again for the sake
of approximating C. The second case corresponds to one of the Ie,x increasing in
size, in which all subtrees built by the strategy and rooted at level 〈e, x〉+ 1 of ω<ω

will never be active for the sake of C-approximation. The fundamental difference
is that the former is a Σ0

2-event while the latter is Σ0
1. We may still visit a forever-

abandoned segment of the tree due to the l-labels moving, but not for the sake of
approximating C.

Remark 3.6. Suppose T is a subtree which looks abandoned (Σ0
2) or is perma-

nently abandoned (Σ0
1). It could have happened that the finite lengths which occur

in the tree (after stripping) are not allowed. For instance, in [2, 31] (see Lemma 2.7)
one has to extend the longest chain present in T carefully using the limitwise mono-
tonic function, and then observe the construction. We do not have to do that in
our construction because of (i.) and (ii.) above, unless one of the sufficiently small
l-labels moves to a larger number.

The construction is organized so that are only two cases at which we might have
to act due to le,x increasing:

Case 1 We permanently left behind a finite tree T due to Ie,x or some other interval
increasing. Starting from this step on, we follow the generalized basic
strategy (subsection 3.2) in our actions on this finite tree. It will never
be used to approximate C again.

Case 2 We have left behind a finite tree due to C being silent on one of its inputs,
say on c. The node σ currently representing c in Baire space may have
arbitrary long finite chains attached to it (it includes the case when |σ| <
〈e, x〉). We follow the generalized basic strategy (subsection 3.2) on each
of the chains, thus possibly further branching some of the chains extending
σ. Note that σ may be visited again due to a new C-activity on c.

In Case 1, the are only finitely many l-labels which are small enough and can
potentially force us to add new simple chains to T . For simplicity, suppose there
are only three of them, l0, l1 and l2. The label l0 can possibly move only up to the
end of its interval. If its interval ever increases, both l1 and l2 will be lifted large.
The we can argue as in subsection 3.2. Based on this idea, we prove:

Claim 3.7. In Case 1, tree-ranks of nodes in T are bounded by ω+k at every stage
of the construction, for some fixed k ∈ ω not depending on the stage (but depending
on the tree).

Proof. Suppose T is abandoned at stage s. There are only finitely many l-labels
which can potentially increase the rank of a node σ ∈ T . If all of these labels are
eventually stable or too large, the rank of σ ∈ T is finite in the limit. Let li be the
least among these labels which tends to infinity. It follows that the corresponding
interval containing li has to be increased at a stage t > s. All labels lj with j > i
are lifted up to large numbers at stage t, and they can not effect the ranks of nodes
in T anymore. Let t′ ≥ t be a stage after which all labels less than lj are stable.
Let k be the maximal length in the tree T ′, where T ′ consists of T and all chains
added for the sake of avoiding l-labels at stages ≤ t′. Since from stage t′ we follow
the modified diagonalization strategy (subsection 3.2), the ranks of predecessors of
terminal nodes in T ′ are at most ω. �
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In Case 2, the worst scenario is when σ representing c is of length smaller than
the least 〈e, x〉 for which Ie,x is grows to infinity. Then C may fire on c in-between
Ie,x-expansionary stages, and longer simple chains will be added to σ. Then these
chains will become infinitely branching due to le,x,s increasing. In this case we end
up with σ having rank ω · 2 + k, for some k ≤ 〈e, x〉. We summarize these ideas in
the claim below:

Claim 3.8. Suppose the true outcome of the main R-avoiding procedure is not g.
Then tree-ranks of nodes in H(g) are bounded by ω · 2 + k , for some fixed k ∈ ω.

Proof. Suppose the true outcome is of the form (e, x, ·). It corresponds to the
case when every σ having length ≥ 〈e, x〉+ 1 ever introduced by the construction is
permanently abandoned at some stage. Then every σ exceeding≥ 〈e, x〉+1 in length
may have rank at most ω + k, for some k. Whence, every node in ω<ω � 〈e, x〉+ 1
has successors of ranks bounded by ω · 2. Therefore, the rank of the root ∅ is at
most ω · 2 + 〈e, x〉+ 1. �

Finally, we prove:

Claim 3.9. If g is the true outcome of the R-avoiding procedure, then H(g)′ ∼= C.

Proof. Observe that the only reason a permanently abandoned node (Case 1) may
have an infinite rank is when one of the l-labels tend to infinity. Therefore, all
permanently abandoned nodes may contribute only to H(g)0. The same argument
applies if a node is abandoned due to C being eventually silent on the corresponding
input (Case 2). We need to verify that ranks of nodes in the simple chains added
to a node σ for the sake of approximating C will be kept finite in the limit. Note
that the simple chain can be further branched, using chains of smaller length, due
to one of sufficiently small l-labels moving. Only finitely many labels may force us
to further branch the simple chain, all other labels will occupy numbers which are
too large. All labels, if defined, have to be eventually settled at finite locations.
Thus, we may potentially end up with a finite tree properly containing the original
simple chain. It is clear that σ will have rank at least ω+ |σ| if c ∈ C. It may have
a larger rank only if there exists c′ extending c in C. �

We have verified that H(g)′ ∼= C if g is the true outcome, and H(g)′′′ = 0,
otherwise. It is also clear from the construction that in both cases #H(g)0 ⊆ #F0.
It completes the verification for H(g). �

3.7. Finalizing the proof. Using Fact 3.3, we can produce a uniformly Π0
(6e)-

sequence (A(3e))e∈ω of Re,3e-avoiding p-basic trees. By Propositions 3.4 and 3.5,
there exist a uniformly computable sequence (B(i))i∈ω of computable p-basic trees
such that, for each k ≤ i, B(i)k ∼= A(k) if k = 3e, and B(i)k ∼=

⊕
m,n Zpmam,n

otherwise.
We set G equal to

⊕
i∈ω B(i). By the definition of G, and since A(3e) ∼= A(3e)⊕

A(3e) for every e, the requirement Le is met for each e. Since the operation of
taking a direct sum (of p-basic trees, defined naturally) is uniform, and the p-basic
trees (B(i))i∈ω are computable uniformly in i, the p-basic tree for G is computable.

4. An application of p-basic trees to categoricity

In this section, we use the machinery of p-basic trees to prove:
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Theorem 1.8. Let G be a computable p-group of finite Ulm type n, such that:
(1.) G(n) ∼= ⊕j≤mZp∞ , for some m ∈ ω;
(2.) orders of cyclic summands in Gn−1 are not bounded.

Then G is not ∆0
2n-categorical.

Proof. The group G can be represented as

G = H ⊕D,
where D ∼= ⊕j≤mZp∞ , and H is reduced of type n. In this proof, “tree” is used in
several meanings, but it should be clear from the context what exactly we mean;
also these meanings are (effectively) interchangeable. We need:

Fact 4.1 (Folklore). G has a computable copy if, and only if, H has a computable
copy.

Proof sketch. The right-to-left implication is elementary. For the left-to-right im-
plication, non-uniformly fix the finite subspace of the socle of Gk, k ≤ n, consisting
of elements of H. Then apply Define a monotonic function approximating heights
of the remaining elements in Gk. Then apply Theorem 1.4 to H. �

Encode Tot as a Π0
2 path through ω<ω. Denote the resulting Π0

2-tree (a singe
path) by P . The coding of Tot and the fact above can be relativized to a coding
of a Π0

2n-complete set into elements of rank ∞ of a ∆0
2n−1-tree. We can define

a ∆0
2n−1-isomorphism of this ∆0

2n−1-tree onto a Π0
2n−2 subtree of ω<ω, and then

apply Lemma 2.7 to expand the resulting Π0
2n−2 to a ∆0

2n−3-tree. We repeat until
we get a computable p-basic tree S. Note that the embeddings that we used were
at most ∆0

2n−1 or less complex.
We can effectively adjoin m− 1 infinite chains to the root of S and obtain a p-

basic tree representing a computable copy A of G. We can also take a computable
copy of H (represented by a p-basic tree) and adjoin m infinite chains to its root.
Let B denote the resulting group (tree).

If A and B are isomorphic via a ∆0
2n-isomorphism f , then we can reconstruct

the Π0
2n-complete set encoded into A considering images of a ∈ A in the group B

(in which the divisible part is a computable subgroup). �

5. Conclusion

We have shown that guessing limitwise monotonic functions at appropriate level
of a group of type ω is as hard as they could be. We expect that Theorem 1.5 can
be pushed to any computable ordinal.

We note that the group constructed in Theorem 1.5 has a complex uniformity
property, but we circumvented many algebraic difficulties by specifically choos-
ing Ulm invariants (homogenizing G3e+1 and G3e+2) and their representations
(Note 3.2, Remark 3.6). It also seems crucial for the construction that the l-labels
can only be moved to larger numbers. Dropping at least one of these restrictions
would result serious problems such as a simultaneous interaction of infinitely many
strategies. It is not surprising that the classification of p-groups of Ulm type ω is a
largely unexplored area.

Let Γ be either Π or Σ or ∆, and let m ≤ 3. Consider the class Rp(Γ,m) of

computable reduced p-groups A of Ulm type ω in which 0(2n)-indices for limitwise
monotonic functions ranging over #An are uniformly Γn+m.
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It is readily checked that

Rp(∆, 1) = Rp(∆, 2),

methods developed in our paper can be applied to show

Rp(∆, 2) ( Rp(Π, 2),

and Theorem 1.5 implies

Rp(∆, 3) ( Rp(Π, 3).

What can be said about the other inclusions?

The following result is well-known:

Proposition 5.1. [2] Groups in Rp(∆, 1) are in 1 − 1 correspondence with uni-

formly 0(2n+1)-limitwise monotonic collections of Ulm invariants.

Proof idea. We can split each limitwise monotonic set into infinitely many infinite
disjoint subsets. We then uniformly run the proof of Theorem 1.4 and obtain
a uniform sequence of computable groups (Hn)n∈ω, using more of the limitwise
monotonic disjoint subsets for larger n, and so that all disjoint subsets are used in
one of the Hn. We then pass to

⊕
n∈ωHn which has the desired invariants. �

Problem 5.2. Prove an analog of Proposition 5.1 for Rp(Π, 2).

The first case to consider would be groups G having #Gi co-finite, or even
#Gi either ω or a co-singleton. There are some purely algebraic obstacles even in
this simplest case. It may be the case that not every infinite sequence of 0(2n+1)-
limitwise monotonic infinite sets corresponds to a computable reduced p-group. If
there are any further necessary conditions, they might become visible already in
Rp(Π, 2).

We leave open:

Problem 5.3 (Ash, Knight, Oates). Does every computable p-group have a com-
putable p-basic tree?
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